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Bridging lender TAB is to invite brokers to use its new office at The Grain Yard, in Borehamwood, as a

hot desk base. 

TAB is offering brokers a private room to work with access to all the lender’s amenities including the

breakout space and unlimited tea and coffee.  

The hot desks facility has been set up for brokers who are currently working from home or are near

London.

Duncan Kreeger, CEO and founder of TAB, said: “I hope this becomes a useful option for brokers who
want a break from working on their own. The offices are modern and provide a professional environment in
which to work.  Whether you fancy taking a break from working from home, you’re having a meeting with
one of the team, or if you’re just in the area, we are open to all TAB brokers.  Get in touch with your BDM



to book in a slot.  With TAB having recently moved to new premises, we now have the space and facilities
to offer this option for our broker clients.”

While many professionals in the UK have been working from home on-and-off for two years, a third

say they miss physical meetings, according to research from recruiter Randstad UK.   The HR services

company asked workers how they viewed physical meetings in retrospect: almost half (49 per cent)

said the pandemic had not changed their view of physical meetings - while more than a third (34 per

cent) reported missing them. 

Victoria Short, CEO of Randstad UK said: “Almost twice as many people working from home miss
physical meetings than think they now look outdated. The chance to get out of the house and have some
free biscuits is clearly valued more highly than the time people win back by working from home or the
benefits or choosing when you work. Working remotely also appears to be damaging people’s mental

health to a degree.” 

The employees Randstad polled reported a slight dip in their mental health when working from

home, with 27% saying it had deteriorated since they started working from home. Duncan Kreeger

said, “I don’t want to overdo it but I think there’s a potential mental health benefit here, too.  Brokers are

naturally outgoing people.  I don’t know many that thrive in a solitary environment.”
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Capital is at risk. Property values can go down as well as up. Borrowers may default and

investments may not perform as expected. Interest and income are not guaranteed. Returns

may vary. You should not invest more than you can afford to lose. TAB is not authorised by

the Financial Conduct Authority. Investments are not regulated and you will have no access to

the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) or the Financial Ombudsman Service

(FOS). Past performance and forecasts are not reliable indicators of future results and should

not be relied on. Forecasts are based on TAB’s own internal calculations and opinions and

may change. Investments are illiquid. Once invested, you are committed for the full term. Tax

treatment depends on individual circumstances and may change.

You are advised to obtain appropriate tax or investment advice where necessary. Understand

more about the key risks here.

TAB is a trading name of TAB London Limited. Registered in England and Wales with

registration number: 11225821 and whose registered office is at 101 New Cavendish Street,

London W1W 6XH.
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